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In this paper we extend methods introduced in [2] to the study of the 
transfer of prime model extensions in the context of a Boolean representation 
theory-transfer from the theory of the stalks to the theory of the global 
sections of the sheaves in the representations. 
Unlike other model-theoretic properties dealt with in [2] (model 
completeness, model consistency, amalgamation), the possibility of 
tr~sferring the prime model extension property hinges on a rather strong 
extra assumption. For example, there exists a commutative regular ring 
without an integral closure (cf. [16, 221). By contrast, any commutative 
regular f-ring has a real closure (cf. [6, 171). 
An explanation for the disparity between the above two examples is this: 
white the algebraic closure of a sheaf of fiefds on a Boolean space need not 
exist (an example is given in ]3]), any ordered field in a topos has a real 
closure-as follows from the constructivity of the proof of the existence of 
the real closure given by Joyal (cf. [ 121). 
The above observation lies at the basis of our transfer theorems, stated 
and proved in Section 1, along with some immediate applications. In 
Section 2, we give a proof of the existence of the real closure of an ordered 
field in any topos of sheaves on a Boolean space, which then allows us to 
recover, directly from the transfer theorems of Section 1, the existence of the 
real closure for any commutative regularf-ring. The general construction we 
employ is similar in spirit to that of the fields of fractions of an integral 
domain, and has been suggested by M. Makkai. 
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Another example of the notion of a prime model extension is provided by 
the differential closure of a differential field (cf.- [ I] in characteristic 0, and 
]26] in characteristic p # 0). In Section 3, we develop the differential 
analogue of the Pierce representation theory (cf. /21 I), just enough to be able 
to identify, by means of results of [2], the model completeness of two 
theories of differential regular rings. We end up by giving an example of a 
differential regular ring of characteristic 0 with no differential closure. 
1. TRANSFER OF PRIME MODEL EXTENSIONS 
In order to state the theorems of this section, we need to recall some 
definitions (cf. [ 21). 
Let T, -+ T be a quotient of geometric theories which defines (with some 
admissible class A of morphisms of T-models) a Cole spectral theory (cf. 
[lo]). For a T,-model R in Sets, let Spec(Sets, R) = (&, R”), where 
8& 2: Sets is a topos, and R is a T-model in 8”. Denote by k,:dR + I? the 
generic localization of R, and let uR: R -+ rR be its adjoint transform. 
IfR-+a S is a morphism of T,-models in Sets, we denote by 
the canonical morphism of T-modelied toposes over Sets, induced by the 
morphism AR --+““A5 -2s 9. 
LEMMA 1.1. The morphism (p,, h,) is uniquely determined by the 
commutat~oi~ of the diagram 
where &: I? + (p,)* s is obtained from h, by adjoint~ess. 
ProofI Straightforward. 
In what follows, we shall denote by Mod,(T), for a theory T and a topos 
8, the category of all T-models in 8. Nevertheless, when 64 = Sets, we shall 
simply write Mod(T), 
A Cole spectral theory T,+ T is said to be a Boolean representation 
theory if Axioms (B), (SR) and (I) below, are satisfied; co~~rrn~Z if, 
furthermore, axiom (C) holds. 
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AXIOM (B). For any R E Mod T,, there exists a Boolean algebra B, 
such that 8” = Sh,(B,), i.e., kYR is the topos of sheaves on B, fir the finite 
cover topology. 
AXIOM (SR). If R E Mod T,, R --+Q I% is an isomorphism. 
AXIOM (I). If K E Mod s~~~~~~(T), where B is a Boolean algebra, then 
FK E god and the canonical morphism o~T-~o~e~le~ toposes over Sets 
(P, h): WM9 K> --+ W,(B,,)v E>, 
induced by the counit cR: AX -+ K of adjointness A -1 r, is an isomorphism. 
AXIOM (CT). If R-r* S is an extension of TO-models in Sets, then p,: 
Sh,(B,) -+ Sh,(B,) is a surjection. Equivalently, the Boolean homomorphism 
g,: B, -+ B, inducing p, , is a monomorphism. 
For a Boolean representation theory T, -+ T (with admissibIe class A), 
given 9* a subcategory of the category 9 of all Boolean algebras, and 
given a geometric quotient T + T *, denote by (9*, T*) the category whose 
objects are couples (B, K) with B E 3* and K E ModS,,rC(B,(T*), and whose 
morphisms are couples (g, h): (B, K)--+ (B’, K’) with g: B -+ B’ E 9” and 
h: g*K -t K’ E Mod,,,o,, (T*). It has been shown in [2] that the functor 
@: Mod T, + (9, T), given by @(R) = (B,, R) and @(a) = (g,, h,), is an 
equivalence of categories. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let J? and .N be categories of structures for a 
iangnage 9, with .k a subcategory of X. Say that J’ has the prime model 
extension property in JY if: given K E ..N, there exists an extension 
K-JR E -fl, with RE -H, such that, for any extension K -+g K’ E X, with 
K’ E J?, there exists a (not necessarily unique) extension g: E-r K’, such 
that 2 . f = g. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let T, -+ T (with an admissible class A consisting of 
extensions of T-models) be a Boolean representation theory. Let T -+ T* be a 
geometric quotient. 
Assume that for any BooZean aIgebra 3, ~od~~~~~~~(T*) has the prime 
model extension property in Mod~~~~~~~~). Assume, furthermore, that if 
B +g B’ is any Boolean homomorphism, g*: Sh,(B) + Sh,(B’) preserves 
prime model extensions. 
Then, (9, T*) has the prime model extension property in Mod(T,). 
Proof. Let R E Mod(T,). By assumption, there exists a prime model 
extension R-+f K, K E Mod sh.cB,,(T*). Denote by fO the composite 
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R +Q fY? -df TK, clearly an extension. By Axiom (I), IX f (9, T*). Let 
R -+(I S be an extension, with S E (9, T*). By assumption, (g,)*f: 
(g,)*R -+ (g,)*K is a prime model extension. If follows that the admissible 
morphism h, : (g,)*a --f 3 ( an extension) must give rise to some extension 
h-,: (g,)*K-+ 3, for which !i a (g,)*f = h,. 
Using Lemma 1.1, it is easily shown that 
s -“a l-3= r(g,)* 3 
commutes, Hence R Jo IX is a prime model extension as required, since us 
is an isomorphism. 
Remark 1.4. An example of a Boolean representation theory satisfying 
the assumptions of Theorem 1.3 is given by the theories T, of Baer rings, T 
of strong integral domains, (cf. [7] or Theorem A’ of [ 14]), and T* of fields 
(cf. [24] and Remark 2.8, below). We conclude that any Baer ring admits a 
regular closure (shown directly in [23, Theorem I. 1.61). 
As in [2], we shall make use of two extra assumptions on a quotient 
T,-+T: 
(*) T, has an axiomatization by sequents of the form true * $ or 
4 3 false, where Q is a conjunction of atomic formulas. 
(**) If K E Mod T, then every morphism K +* R E Mod T, is an 
extension. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let T, -+ T (with an admissible class A) be a nonformal 
Boolean representation theory where, furthermore, T, --t T satisfies (*) and 
(**). Let 9* be a subcategory of 9 which is closed under isomorphisms of 
objects and such that 9’* has the prime model extension property in 37. 
Then, (,ii4”*, T) has the prime model extension property in (9, T). 
Proof: Let R E Mod(T,). By assumption, there is a prime model 
extension B, -+g B”, with B* E 9”. Denote by f. the composite 
R--%l-R -3 rg, g*W =rg*B, 
where q is the unit of g” i g,, and an extension on account of naturality of 
q, (*) and (**), where the latter is used in Sh,(B,) rather than in Sets noting 
that “extension” is a coherent property and the sufficiency of points for the 
topos. Because of Axiom (I), g*R E (9*, T). Let R -P S be an extension, 
with S E (9*, T). Then, by Axiom (C), B, *go B, is an extension, and 
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B, E .3*. Therefore, there exists an extension B* --F-B, such that 
& * g= g,* 
Using Lemma 1.1, it is easy to show that 
commutes, where la corresponds to h,: (g,)*8- 3 by adjointness 
w* + (g,>* * 
Remark 1.6. With T, the theory of commutative regular rings and T the 
theory of fields, with A the class of all ring monomorphisms, two obvious 
choices for 9* can be made. Letting 9* be the category of atomless 
Boolean algebras gives that every commutative regular ring has a prime 
extension to ‘a commutative regular ring with no minimal idempotents; if
,d*, instead, is taken to be the category of all complete Boolean algebras 
and continuous homomorphisms, Theorem 1.5 gives, in this case, that any 
commutative regular ring can be embedded, in a prime extension way, into a 
self-injective one (using, for this, results of [3, 21 I). 
In the next section we shall have further occasion to exploit the transfer 
theorems established above. 
2. DEFINABLE PRIME MODEL EXTENSIONS 
In view of the assumptions of Theorem 1.5 (whose necessity is ascertained 
by the example, mentioned in the Introduction, of a commutative regular ring 
without an integral closure), it is of interest to know for which quotients 
T -+ T of geometric theories, Mod shfc(B)(T) has a prime model extension in 
Mod Shrc(BJ(T), for any Boolean algebra B. 
A well-known instance of such a situation (already exploited in 
Remark 1.4) is the localization of a ring at a multiplicative subobject, perfor- 
mable in any elementary topos (cf. [24]). This is also an example of a 
“definable” prime model extension: in order to get the localized R, of R at a 
multiplicative subset S, we adjoin equivalence classes of elements of R X S. 
Contrast this to the “construction” of the algebraic closure of a field, where 
there is no canonical way of adjoining roots of irreducible polynomials over 
the given field. It is this uncertainty (and the resulting abundance of non- 
trivial automorphisms of the algebraic closure fixing the field itself) which 
permits the construction of an example of a sheaf of fields without an 
algebraic closure. A good situation is encountered again in the presence of a 
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total order: if K is an ordered field, by Sturm’s theorem one can tell how 
many distinct roots any given polynomial with coefficients in K has in any 
real closed extension of K, and so, these roots can be named. Hence, the only 
elements one needs to adjoin to K in order to get its real closure, are 
de~nab~e over K. 
We shall now formalize the above remarks in order to prove the main 
theorem of this section. Let T-P T be a quotient of coherent heories. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A pair (v(y), (P(x, y)) of formulas (of the language of 
T -+ T) is called a T-defining pair if 
T t- QY[w(Y)+ 3! xtofx, ~11. 
Let 8 be a topos. 
DEFINITION 2.2. There is a geometric equivalence on T-defining pairs in 
8, provided that given any two T-defining pairs (V,(D) and (w’, o’), there 
exists a coherent formufa (“I$:::,) such that for any K E Mod,(T), if K + t&a) 
and K + @(a’), then it follows that 
DEFINITION 2.3. The quotient T-t T has the ~t~rrn property in &’ if 
given that 
T k- VYMY) + w4X~ Y)l, 
with I,V, q open and coherent, and given K E Mod,(T), with KC= w(a), there 
exists a coherent formula y5(x, y) with (I,u, y)“) T-defining, such that 
K i= Qxj@(x, a) -+ ut(x, a)]. 
THEOREM 2.4, Let T -+ i! be coherent theories such that T is consistent 
and can be axiomatized by sequents of the form w(y) S- 3x(p(x, y), with w, ~0 
open and coherent. 
Let B be a ~rothend~eck topos. Assume that T --f T has the Sturm property 
in 8. Also assume that there is a geometric equivalence of T-defining pairs in 
8. 
Then, Mod,(T) has the prime model extension property in Mod,(T), and 
such prime model extensions are preserved by continuous (or inverse image 
parts of geometric) fu~ctors. 
Proof: For K E Mod,(T), form the coproduct 
K* = 
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On K*, an equivalence relation is defined via the subobject E of K* X K* 
given by 
Let E 3;; K* +n K be a coequalizer diagram. We make K into a structure in 
the obvious way. For b E i?, the notation b = [a(cu,Vp)] makes explicit a 
representative for the equivalence class b. If a(y,,..., y,) is an n-ary relation 
symbol, and if bl,..., b, E R are such that bi = ]ai(clri,rpi)], then letting 
K+ a(b,,..., 6,) iff K+ Vyl *** v.~,,[(A\l=, oi(yi, a,))+ o(yi,..., Y,)], is 
independent of the choice of representatives and extends to all open coherent 
formulas a(y, ,..., y,). 
The crucial part is to prove that K E Mod,(T). Consider an axiom for T 
as in the statement of the theorem, and suppose that K+ y/(b), where 
b = b, ,..., b,, with bi = [ai(clr,,rpi)]. Define new formulas 
i//“(z) = vy, .*- vy, [(A ‘l/iCzt) A fl cPi(Yi9 zi)) + W(Yl Y***? Ynl] 
i=l i=l 
and 
cp*(x, z) = vy, .** vy” 
where z=z,n.+. n z, corresponds to a = a, n ... n a,. 
Note that 
T t vz [ w*(z) -$3xrp*(x, z)], 
and that K + w*(a). 
By the Sturm property, a coherent formula 6*(x, z) exists for which 
(I,u*, @*) is T-defining and also K k Vx[@*(x, a) + q*(x, a)]. 
Denoting a by a,, w* and @*, respectively, by v,, and o,,, the above may 
be rewritten as follows: 
Kl= VxVyl .a- Vy, 
and hence expresses the relation 
E I= c&,, b, ,..., b,) 
by letting b, = [a o(U,,O,J Therefore, K k 3x cp(x, b), as required. 
A morphism K -+fK can be defined as the composite K 4 K* -pi?, 
where u is the injection into the coproduct corresponding to the T-defining 
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pair (y = y, x = y), and is easily shown to be an extension. To verify that 
it is a prime extension to a model of T in 8, let K --tg K’ be any extension 
with K’ a model of T in 8. Define K-tpK’ as follows. Given b E K, 
say b = [a (ti,qp)], let gb be the unique x for which K’ I= 9(x, ga). 
If also b= [alcir,,rpo 1, from K k Vx[q(x, a) c-) o/(x, a’)] follows from 
K’ + Vx[p(x, ga) et o’(x, ga’)] -and, therefore, gb is well defined. Finally, 
Se f = g since, given any a E K, g(fa) = ~([a~,,,,,=,~]), and the unique x 
for which K’ F (x = ga) is g(fa) = ga. 
We finish the proof by remarking that all the constructions involved in the 
definition of K are preserved by any continuous functor. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let B be a Boolean algebra and let K be an ordered 
field in Sh,,(B). Then, K has a real closure which is preserved by any 
continuous functor. 
Proof: The theory T of real closed fields is the quotient of the (universal) 
theory T of ordered fields by the axioms 
x>O=dy(y2=x) 
true*3y(y”+‘+x,y”+...+x,=O), for each n even. 
Hence, it has the axiomatization required by Theorem 2.4. Embed B into a 
complete Boolean algebra B* by means of B dg B* and consider the 
geometric morphisms below: 
%JB*) = Sh,,W,(B*)) 3 Sh,,(B*) 3 %(B). 
a 
Since Sh,(B*) is a Boolean-valued model of Set Theory, the ordered field 
ag*K has a real closure ag*K +la. Since i preserves linitary logic (cf. [ 2]), 
ix is a real closed field, and g*K +3il? is an extension (because g*K is 
totally ordered). 
Sturm’s theorem (cf. [4,8]) gives an algorithm which makes sense in any 
topos, provided the ordered field one applies it to is already contained in 
some real closed field. Such being the case for g*K above, we use it in order 
to establish what we have called the Sturm property [Definition 2.31 for 
T + T in Sh,(B). Let K t= ~(a^), where T I- Vy [v(y) -+ 3xcp(x, y)]. Then, also 
g*K + v(g*a) as well as iK + v(g*a), since v/ is coherent. By Sturm’s 
theorem (cf. [4, p. 269]), there exists k > 0 and T-defining pairs 
(Wj, (Dj)j=l,...,ky with vi, pj coherent, such that for some 1 <j< k, 
T k VY[Y’(Y> + V’j(Y)I, while for all 1 < j < k, g*K + Vx[pj(x, g*a) --) 
o(x, g*a)]. Let j, be the smallest j for which 
T k VYI’Y(Y) + Y/j(Y)] 
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and let $ = rpj,,. Then, (w, 6”) is ~-de~ning and 
from which it follows (cf. 121) that 
and therefore, since g* is faithful, that 
In other words, 
K b= \J.+F(x, a) -+ cp(x, a)], 
as desired. A similar argument, using in addition that the theory of real 
closed fields is positively model complete (cf. 121) and has elimination of 
quantifiers, establishes that there is a geometric equivalence of T-defining 
pairs in Sh,(B). 
Remark 2.6. Although not needed for our applications, it should be 
remarked that the argument of Corollary 2.5 works for any topos B for 
which we know how to construct real closures in Sh,,(g), e.g., for any 
localic Grothendieck topos 8, since then Sh,,(B) is a Boolean-valued model 
of Set Theory. This was remarked by Peter Johnstone, on the basis of the 
observation that the geometric morphisms employed in our proof of 
Corollary 2.5 (and what we use about them, namely, that i is flat and g a 
surjection) make up an instance of the factorization of the inclusion 
Sh,,(&Y) -+ B (for g = Sh,(B)) through the Gleason cover of B (cf. [ 11 ]). 
Remark 2.7. A more efficient way to construct the real closure of an 
ordered field in a Grothendieck topos has been pointed to us by Michel 
Coste, and it involves the use of Kan extensions and of generic models. By 
identifying theories with certain categories and models with certain functors 
(cf. [ 19]), it is clear that the construction we give of i? out of K E Mod,T in 
Theorem 2.4 for a Grothendieck topos 8, may be given directly (with prior 
harmless restrictions on the nature of the formulas in the T-defining pairs, 
which should then be finite conjunctions of atomic) as the left Kan extension 
(cf. (201) of the (left exact) fun&or K: L/p-, B (where 9 is the category 
associated with the language) along the inclusion Y -+ T-b,, where T, is the 
b-portion of -r? is the sense of [.5]. This procedure also provides us 
automatically with a morphism K -+fK, an extension of T-models having the 
required universal property with K: T, -+ 8’ left exact, hence a model of T,. 
It only remains, therefore, to verify that g is a model of T. It is again 
Sturm’s theorem that is involved here, but while we have established this in 
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the topos itself and then verified the Sturm property by the method 
commented upon in Remark 2.6, Coste has suggested an alternative 
argument, as follows. Let G be the generic T-model, living in the classifying 
topos B[T]. Since the latter has enough points, and since the construction of 
K out of any K is preserved by continuous functors, it is enough to check 
that, for any Sets-model A of T, x is a model of 1. But this is true by 
Sturm’s theorem (in Sets). 
Remark 2.8. From Theorem 2.4 follows also the construction of the 
localization R, of a ring R in a topos Z’ at a multiplicative subobject S + R 
(cf. [24]). Let T be the theory (in a language of rings with an extra predicate 
“S”) whose axioms are those of rings and, in addition, the sequents: true 3 
(1 E S), (s E S A s’ E S) 3 (ss’ E S). The theory =i is the quotient of T with 
the extra axiom: (s E S) =z- (3x(xs = 1)). Then, the construction, for a model 
(R, S) of T, of (R, S), is easily seen to be that of R,. Indeed, it is enough to 
use T-defining pairs of the form (y, E S, xy, = y,), so that (R, S)* = R X S. 
Also, the equivalence relation E on R x S thus reads: ((a, s), (a’, s’)) E E iff 
R b Vx [xs = a CI xs’ = a’]. Note also that the Sturm property is here 
trivially verified, and that, since no infinite coproducts are involved, the 
construction is valid in any elementary topos E. 
A particular case of the above is the construction of the field of 
fractions of a strong integral domain. To render these theories geometric, we 
must employ a language in which there is an extra binary relation “dxy.” 
Define then a strong integral domain, to be a commutative ring with unity 
satisfying, furthermore, the axioms: 
and 
(xy = 0) * ((x = 0) v ( y = O)), 
true * ((x = y) V dxy), 
((x = y) A dxy) =S false. 
Letting T be the theory of strong integral domains, the theory T of fields 
may be obtained as the quotient of T by adding to it the axiom 
(dy0) * (WV = 1)). 
For a strong integral domain R, make R into a structure for the language 
containing “S” by letting “y E S” mean “dy0.” Then, R, is the field of 
fractions of R. 
We finish this section by deriving a result of L. van der Dries (cf. [6], 
obtained also by Lipshitz [ 17]), which he used in an essential way in order 
to solve the analogue of Hilbert’s 17th problem for commutative regular f- 
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rings. Recall (cf. [2]), that the theory T, of commutative regular f-rings is 
part of a Boolean representation theory with T the theory of (totally) ordered 
fields. and that the theory T* of real closed fields is a model completion of 
T. This gave a model completion T,* of T,. 
Two sorts of real closures are distinguished in [6] for a regularf-ring, an 
“atomless,” and an “invariant.” More generally, an atomless T*-prime model 
extension of R E Mod T, should be a prime modei extension of R E Mod T,, 
whiie an invuriant T*-prime model extension of R E Mod T, should be a 
prime model extension of R, regarded as an object of ((BR}, T), relative to 
the subcategory ({B,}, T*) of the latter. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Any commutative regular f-ring has a (both an 
atomless, and an invariant) real closure. 
ProoJ Immediate from Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 and Corollary 2.5. 
3. DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRA AND THE MODEL THEORY OF 
DIFFERENTIAL REGULAR RINGS 
The teories of this section are all geometric and in the language of rings 
with one additional unary function symbol “II” (for “differentiation”). All 
such theories are to be quotients of DR, the theory of dzjErentia1 rings 
(always assumed commutative, non-trivial, with unity). Axioms for DR 
involving D are: 
(Drg 1) true * (D(a -t b) = Da t Db), 
(Dzy 2) true =+ (D(ab) = Da . b + a . Db). 
We shall consider the quotient theories DLR (of dzJkentia1 local rings), 
DIR (of dzferenticl integral rings), and DF (of dzfirentialfields), to begin 
with. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let DRL be the quotient of DR obtained by adding the 
sequents 
(Local) ((a + b) E U) S- ((a E 6’) V (b E U)), 
(Dzfirentially saturated units) (Da E U) =+ (a E U), 
where “a E U” means “3b (ab = i).” 
Equivalently, a differential ocal ring is a local ring whose maximal ideal 
is a differential ideal. 
DIR and DF are just the theories of integral rings and geometric fields (cf. 
191) to which the two axioms on di~erentiation have been adjoined, after 
enriching the language. Similarly, one defines DRR the theory of dzfirential 
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regular rings. For model-theoretic reasons, we depart from [9] here and 
introduce DRR in a language with an extra unary operation symbol *, by 
means of the sequent 
(Reg) true * ((a’~* = a) A ((a*)‘a = a*>); 
then, DRR is a universal theory. Also, DF can then be obtained as DF = 
iMR U (Regj, and is also universal. 
The following lemma is due to Coste, and is the key to extending the 
Pierce representation (cf. [21]) to differential rings. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a differential regular ring, e E A an idempotent. 
Then, the ideal Ae is a differential ideal. 
ProoJ De = De’ = ‘LeDe, hence De E Ae. Thus, for any a E A, D(ae) = 
Da*e$a-De=Da-e-i-2eL)eEAe. 
It follows that differential regular ring A is isomorphic to the global 
sections of a sheaf x of differential fields on the Stone space X,4 of the 
Boolean algebra 3, of idempotents of A. Indeed, 2 is given, for each idem- 
potent e E A, by $(U,) = A/A e, where U, is the collection of all maximal 
ideals of A not containing e. 
As in the usual case (cf. [9]), there are two ways of getting the differential 
field spectrum of a differential regular ring: either by means of the 
differential local spectrum or by the differential integral spectrum, both of 
which we must show exist. 
For the dl~re~tiaI local spect~m of a differentia1 ring A, the class of 
admissible morphisms is that of all differential local homomorphisms of 
differential ocal rings. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A differential prime filter S of A is the complement S
of a differential prime ideal P of A. 
Equivalently, S is a prime filter, which, furthermore, satisfies “Da E S + 
a E S.” If S is a differential prime filter S with complementary differential 
prime ideal F, A, = A [S-l] if a differential ocal ring. Indeed, A, is a local 
ring as usual, and a differential ring (cf. [ 13f) with D(a/s) = 
(Da . s - a . Ds/s’). It remains to verify that A, has differentially saturated 
units. If D(a/s) E U, then L)a a s -a . Ds E S. Then, either Da . s E S, or 
else a * Ds E S. In either case, a E S (since Da E S implies a E S). Thus, 
(a/s) E u. 
A homomorphism A -tsL of differential rings, with L differential ocal, is 
extremal iff L N A[S-‘1 for a differential prime filter S of A. Denote by 
DspecA the set of differential prime ideals of A with the Zariski topology: a 
basic open is a set of the form U, = {P E SspecA ] a 66 P}. Then the struc- 
tural sheaf of differential ocal rings; the stalk of ,$ at P is A,. 
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For the difj’erential integral spectrum of a differential ring A, the 
admissible class is that of all differential monomorphisms. A homomorphism 
A 41 of differential rings, with I a differential integral ring, is extremal iff 
I a: A/P for some differential prime ideal P of A. The co-Zariski topology on 
DspecA is also defined as usual: the subbasic opens are those of the form 
Y(a) = (P E DspecA / a E P}, and a basis with opens of the form 
V(a ,,..., a,) = Or==, v(ai). A slight change is the following: A is taken to be 
the associated sheaf to the presheaf given by the assignment V(a, ,..., an) -+ 
A/@, ,..., a,,}, where {J) denotes, for a subset J of A, the intersection of all 
radical differential ideals of A containing J (cf. [ 13, Example p. 121, showing 
that the radical of a differential ideal need not be a differential ideal). We 
still have that the stalk of A at P is A/P, a differential integral ring. 
Finally, for the differential field spectrum, the admissible morphisms are 
the differential homomorphisms (necessarily manic as well as local). An 
extremal A --JF with F differentiai field, must have F isomorphic to the 
differential field of fractions of A/P, where P is the kernel off (thus, a 
differential ideal); equivalently F must be isomorphic to the differential 
residue field of A,. As in the non-differentiable case, the appropriate 
topology on DspecA is the constructible topology, i.e., the join of the Zariski 
and the co-Zariski topologies (cf. [9]). 
If A is a differential regular ring, all three spectra agree and coincide with 
the Pierce representation. This is so since any prime ideal or filter 
(differential or not) is generated by the idempotents it contains. By 
Lemma 3.2, it follows that any such is differential. Adjoining an inverse for e 
is done by factoring out the differential ideal (A -e). Hence, if P is a 
differential prime ideal of A, and S its complementary prime filter, A/P and 
A IS-‘] are isomorphic, and both are differential fields. We sum up what we 
really need to use in the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let A be a differential ring. Then, the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) A is regular 
(ii) A is the image of a dl~erential~eld Mnder a left exact f~~~tor. 
(iii) A is isomorphic to the dtflerential ring of global sections of its 
difSerentia1 field spectrum. 
In characteristic p # 0, there is the notion of a differentially perfect field 
(cf. [26]). We shall render this notion geometric by making the following 
(equivalent) definition. The language in which DPF is expressed contains a 
unary symbol “r” in addition to the usual. 
DEFINITION 3.5. The theory DPF, (p # 0) of dl~rent~ai~y perfect fields 
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of characteristic p is the quotient of the theory of differential fields by adding 
the sequents 
(char p) true * (pa = 0) -..- 
(dl~erential~ pe~ect~ 
(Da = 0) =+ (a = (ray), and 
true 3 (Da . ru = 0). 
Remark 3.6. The above formulation is equivalent, from the semantical 
point of view, to the one which expresses “differentially perfect” by the 
geometric sequent 
Da=O=F3b(a=bP). 
Yet, the universality of the theory as given in Definition 3.5 has been shown 
(cf. [26, 271) to have a bearing in the sort of axioms for the model 
completion, which are then, of a much simpler nature. The above equivalence 
is, however, used in pratice, as in the proof of the following: 
hMMA 3.7. Let A be a dlrerential regular ring of characteristic p # 0, 
and let P be a prime dlgerential ideal of A. If A is dlrerentially perfect, then 
A/P also is dlgerentially perfect. 
ProoJ Let [a] E A/P, with D[a] = 0 in A/P. Thus, Da E P and, since A 
is reguiar, there exists an idempotent eE A such that e E P and Da = de for 
some dEA. Then, D(ae) = Da . e + a I De = Da . e = (de)e = de’ = 
de = Da. Therefore, D(a - ae) = 0 in A and since A is differentially perfect, 
there exists bE A such that bP=a -ae. Hence, a- bP=ae and so, 
[a] = [bP] = [blp in A/P, as required. 
It follows that the analogue of Proposition 3.6 for differentially perfect 
rings of characteristic p # 0 holds, i.e., we have, 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let A be a dzzerentially perfect ring of characteristic 
p $= 0. Then, the following are equivalent: 
(i) A is regular. 
(ii) A is the image of a dl~erential~ perfect field of characteristic p. 
(iii) A is isomorphic to the dzflerential ring of global sections of its 
dtrerential field spectrum. 
Denote by DPFp, respectively DPRR,, the geometric theories of differen- 
tially perfect fields, respectively regular rings, of characteristic p # 0. 
Similarly, let OF0 and DRR, denote the geometric theories of differential 
fields, respectively differential regular rings of characteristic 0 (i.e., satisfying 
na = 0 =s false, for each n 2 1). 
We collect various results of [2] in the following: 
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THEOREM 3.9 (Bunge-Reyes). Let T, + T (with admissible class A) be a 
Boolean representation theory where, furthermore, T, --t T satisfies (*) and 
(**). Let T --f T be a geometric quotient and let .57* be the full subcategory of 
29 consisting of all atomless Bollean algebras. Assume that T is positively 
model complete and a model completion of T. Then, the theory T, has a 
model completion which is the theory T$ of the category (9*, T*) of 
structures. 
Robinson has shown that DF,, has a model completion (by elimination of 
quantifiers); Blum (cf. [ 11) gave an axiomatization of it, as follows. A 
differential polynomial in one variable y is an ordinary polynomial in the 
variables y, Dy, D*y, etc. Consider manic polynomials, i.e., polynomia~s~( y) 
of the form 
where each hi(y) (1 < i < d) is a rational function in the variables Djy 
(j < m). The order off(y) is m and its degree is d. 
The model completion of DF, is the theory DCF, of dtjjerentially closed 
(and algebraically closed)ftelds of characteristic 0, i.e., the quotient of DF, 
with the additional axioms: 
(AC) true =s- 3y (f(y) = 0), for each manic differential polynomial 
with order and degree 0. 
(DC) true G- 3y (3t((f(y) = 0) A (g(y) I t = 1))) for each natural 
number IZ > 0, and each pair f ( y), g(y) of manic differential polynomials so 
that their order and degree is at most n, and such that the order off is larger 
than the order of g. 
fn characteristic p # 0, Wood (cf. 1261) proved that DFFP has a model 
completion, DCF,, the quotient obtained by adding (DC) (but not (AC) 
since non-constants can have no pth roots, for example) and where the 
language contains the extra unary function symbol “r,” so that polynomials 
may include expressions involving the latter. The theory DFP has no 
amalgamation; still, DCF, is its model companion. 
COROLLARY 3.10. The theory DRR, has a model completion. It is the 
theory of dt@erentially closed (and integrally closed) regular rings of charac- 
teristic 0 and no minimal idempotents. 
The above result has also been obtained by Weispfenning 1251. In charac- 
teristic p st 0, we obtain, furthermore, the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.11. The theory DPRR, (for p f 0) has a model 
completion. It is the theory of d~~erentialiy closed regular rings of eharac- 
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teristic p and no minimal idempotents. The theory DRR, does not have 
amalgamation, and the above theory is its model companion. 
ProoJ: Both corollaries follow readily from Propositions 3.6 and 3.8, 
Theorem 3.9 and the above remarks. 
We end this section with a look at prime model extensions for theories of 
differential rings. Let us point out that the differential closure of a differential 
field has been shown to exist in all characteristics (cf. [ 1 ] for charac- 
teristic 0, and 1261 for the differentially perfect fields in characteristic p # 0). 
However, by analogy with the algebraic closure, it seems clear that the 
differential closure of a differential regular ring should fail to exist, in 
general, in all characteristics. We give a counterexample in ch~acteristic 0: 
along the lines of that given in (22) for the integral closure of a regular ring. 
Certain remarks in [27, pp. 340-341], would indicate that the same type of 
example may not work in characteristic p f 0; we leave this case open. 
THEOREM 3.12. There exists a dverential regular ring R of charac- 
teristic 0 without a dtperential closure (whether atomless, or invariant). 
Proof: Let Q be the field of rational numbers, a differential field where 
every element is a constant. Let Q be its differential closure. Let X be Cantor 
space and define R’ = {f: X+ Q (f is locally constant}. Clearly, R’ is a 
differential regular ring (with pointwise trivial differentiation) and is differen- 
tially closed. Fix x, E X and detine R = {f E R’ j f(x,) E Q}. This gives a 
differential regular subring of R’, with the same idempotents as R’, but not 
differentially closed. We claim that R can have no differential closure. For, 
suppose that it did; say I? is its differential closure (necessarily invariant, as 
well as atomless, as 2 would have to admit an embedding into R’ restricting 
to the identity on R). Using that for every a E Q\Q there exists (cf. 113, 
Theorem 2.61) an automorphism of Q fixing Q and moving a, one can build 
(exactly as in [22]), a differentially closed regular ring R” extending R, but 
for which no embedding of E into it is possible (each element of I? not in R 
is forced to violate a finite condition verified by d over R). 
We end with: 
COROLLARY 3.18. There exists a sheqf of dtrerential fields of charac- 
teristic 0 on a Boolean space without a dlgerential closure. 
Proof. immediate from Theorem 3.12, on account of Theorem 1.3. 
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